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•  11:00 - 11:10     Welcome & plan for today 
•  11:10 - 11:45    Where we are & next steps 
•  11:45 – 11:50     DOIs : The process : Q&A 
 Short break (I mean it. Really short) & grab lunch 
•  12:00 - 12:30      Lunch & bepress call-in & Q&A 
•  12:30 - 12:45            Baseline impact factor & metrics 
•  12:45 – 1:00                                     Wrap-up & survey 
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1. metadata 
2. indexing   
3. metrics 
4. roles & responsibilities 
5. policies 
6. rights & copyright 
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1.  metadata 
The journal will not qualify for the Seal unless : 
 
- provide permanent identifiers (DOI) 
- provide article level metadata to DOAJ 
- embed machine-readable CC licensing information 
in its article level metadata 
- allow reuse and remixing of its content in 
accordance with a CC-BY or CC-BY-NC.  If CC-BY-ND, 
'No' or 'Other' is selected the journal will not qualify for 
the Seal. 
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Pomona College class of 1904 picnic group :: Boynton Collection of Early Claremont : 
Claremont Colleges Digital Library 
http://cdm15831.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/ref/collection/bce/id/653 
 

A s s e s s m e n t  L i b r a r i a n ,  S a r a  L o w e 
M e t r i c s 
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What is Impact Factor? 
•  The Impact Factor is calculated by dividing the 
number of citations in X year by the total 
number of articles published in the two 
previous years 
•  For example, an Impact Factor of 1.0 means 
that, on average, the articles published one or 
two year ago have been cited one time. An 
Impact Factor of 2.5 means that, on average, 
the articles published one or two year ago have 
been cited two and a half times. 
Calculating Impact Factor 
A = X Year citations to articles in journal 
published in previous 1, 2, or 5 years  
 6 citations in 2012 
B = Number of Articles published in that 
journal in previous 1, 2, or 5 years 
 26 articles published in 2011 
C = A/B = 6/26 = 0.23 = 2012 Impact Factor 
 
Methodology 
•  Google Scholar for citations to individual 
articles 
•  All citations counted (JCR counts only 
citations from other scholarly articles) 
•  Expanded timeline for some journals (e.g., 
10 year for Performance Practice Review) 
S@C Journal Impact Factors 
•  ALISO 
–  2012 = 1.64 
–  2013 = 0.48 
•  Claremont-UC UG Research 
Conference 
–  2013 = 0.13 
•  FIVE 
–  0.0 
•  Journal of Humanistic 
Mathematics 
–  2011 = 0.77 
–  2012 = 0.23 
–  2013 = 0.16 
•  Mime Journal 
       - Overall = 0.875 
       - 2014 = 0        
        
•  Performance Practice 
Review 
–  Overall = 1.9 
–  2013 = 0.045 
–  2012 = 0.05 
–  2011 = 0.0 
–  2010 = 0.06 
–  ~ 1998 = 0.70  
•  STEAM 
–  2014 (partial) = 0.36 
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